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PRODUTOS / MÁQUINAS 
 
The new standard in vacuum pump technology

Clean. Silent. Energy-efficient. Our GHS VSD+ cuts your energy costs by an average 50% and increases production speed by up to 10%.

Atlas Copco broke the mould with the clean, silent, energy-efficient GHS VSD+ vacuum pump.

You can now have a single source provider for all your compressed air or vacuum requirements. The same quality, reliability, low lifecycle costs, user-
friendly interface and ease of serviceability as you’ve come to expect from your Atlas Copco compressor is now available for your vacuum pump.

Vacuum is critical in a wide variety of applications – and the need for vacuum continues to grow. We have been developing state-of-the-art vacuum
solutions for over 20 year and have a market-leading status in the ongoing innovation of gas compression techniques such as screw, claw and scroll.
Our vacuum specialists are constantly improving the performance of our products, targeting new application areas and meeting new challenges.

The reliability you need

When it comes to the provision of vacuum to your critical processes, you can’t afford to compromise. Whether your business is printing, plastics,
packaging, woodworking, bottling, canning or similar challenging industries, it is essential to eliminate risk. We’re known for our extensive range of
highly reliable vacuum solutions, designed especially for applications that require consistent and efficient vacuum creation.

High productivity and low total cost of ownership

Besides our world leading compressed air technologies, we have been designing best in class solutions for industrial vacuum needs and offer efficient
and reliable vacuum solutions to the industry including a lot of vacuum solutions and reliable vacuum products in partnership with our specialized
brands such as Stokes Vacuum and custom engineered products for the oil and gas or power industry, former branded as Hick Hargreaves. 

We are your reliable partner. Our broad product portfolio and application expertise mean the right solutions for your application. Each configured to
your specific needs … bringing you predictable performance you can rely on.
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A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.
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